Self-consistent all-electron density-functional electronic-structure calculations are reported for five II-IV-V2 chalcopyrite-structure semiconductors. Chemical trends in the band structure, bonding, and charge distribution are identified. The role of the zinc 3d orbitals is clarified. We also discuss the effect of the structural distortion relative to the zinc-blende analogs on the bonding and principal band gaps.
ZnGeP2 using the Ceperley-Alder exchange-correlation potential. Crystal-structure parameters are given in Table I .
II. BAND-STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS
We calculate the electronic structure of five II-IV-Vz compounds using the local-density potential-variation Upper VB:
Maxima (2) r," I 5v~cF (2) when it is near the 8" ' C' ' subband (e.g-. , in MgSiP2) it hybridizes with the 8" ' orbitals.
The top of the upper valence band at I consists of two components, I 5"and I 4"split by the crystal-field (CF) Qn the other hand, the width of the 8" ' -C' ' band at I decreases with increasing atomic number of the 8" ' atom (2.4, 1.7, and 1.4 eV for ZnB" 'Pq, with 8' '=Si, (2) r"" (2) cF r5@
(1) I g" a(")-C") bond (2) r," Ge, and Sn, respectively), reflecting an increase in the B' ' -C' ' notice that the relative positions of the calculated valence bands (i.e. , the internal structure of all the valence bands taken as a group) is in fairly good agreement with experiment. ' We obtain the correct signs for the crystal-field This component is absent in the more ionic systems MgSiP2 (Fig. 7) . Indeed, the delineation into a nearly pure cation conduction-band wave function exists only in highly ionic materials (e.g. , NaC1), where no atomic excit- (14, ) are both 1 -1.5 eV too (2) high. gy region (Fig. 10) . Since space near the Zn site is densely filled with the d electrons, the charge due to the 8 (Iv) C' ' band is expelled from the Zn region and fills up to the B' ' -C' ' bond region. In the EPM calculations, '
where the Zn 3d orbitals are absent, considerably more charge is spilled into the Zn -C' ' bond, rendering it artificially more stable (i.e. , higher binding energies). Note that the radius of the Zn 3d charge density in Fig. 10 extends to almost half of the Zn -C' ' bond length, highlighting the non-frozen-core character of these orbitals. In MgSiP2, lacking cation d orbitals, the charge density in the Si-P band approaches closer to the Mg site. The near resonance of the atomic energies of P and Si (recall that P forms a very shallow donor in Si, due to the close similarity in their atomic potentials and sizes) and (II) the absence of an electron-repulsion effect from the A cation, make the Si-P band unusually wide (Fig. 3 ) and places considerable density on this bond (Fig. 11) . At still more negative energies, we encounter the C s (V) band, where the charge density (Fig. 12) is closely centered on the anion, with a tetrahedral deformation towards the B" ' cation. Again, in MgSiP2 this bond is more strongly polarized towards the 8" ' cation ( Fig. 13) , whereas in systems with a greater disparity between the anion and the 8" '-cation s-orbital energies (e.g. , P and Sn in ZnSnP2, Fig. 12 ), the overlap of these charge clouds is reduced.
The total valence-band charge (Figs. 14 and 15) clearly ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE T E TERNARY PNICTIDE. . . . 
